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The key question being addressed: 

What suite of programs and services will 

deliver improved accessibility to mental 

health care and reductions in suicidal 

behaviour in Western Sydney now and into 

the future?
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Transparent intervention default parameter values that can be 
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Preliminary Insights



What specific suicide prevention 

interventions are likely to deliver the greatest 

population level impacts on suicidal 

behaviour in Western Sydney?



Baseline (-1-)



Post-suicide attempt assertive aftercare (-2-)



GP / Gatekeeper training (-3-)



Suicide helpline & call-back service (-4-)



Community infrastructure investment (-5-)



Community support (-6-)



Best combination: Community support PLUS Post-

attempt supportive aftercare (-7-)



Which specific mental health related interventions 

are likely to deliver the greatest population level 

impacts on suicidal behaviour in Western Sydney? 



Baseline (-1-)



Mental health hospital-to-home service (-2-)



Community management of severe mental disorder (-3-)



New intervention to re-engage those lost to services (-4-)



Online/technology enabled care (-5-)



Headspace (-6-)



Best combination: Online/technology enabled care PLUS 

interventions to re-engage those lost to services  (-7-)



Which mental health service planning 

interventions are likely to deliver the greatest 

population level impacts on suicidal 

behaviour in Western Sydney?



Baseline (-1-)



Modify hospital staff and training (-2-)



Modify mental health service capacity (-3-)



Grow assessment capacity (-4-)



Best combination: Increases in hospital staff and training 

PLUS increases in service capacity (-5-)



Overall, what suite of programs and services are 

likely to deliver the greatest population level 

reductions in suicidal behaviour in Western 

Sydney? 



Baseline (-1-)



Best overall combination: Post suicide attempt assertive aftercare PLUS community support PLUS 

new intervention to re-engage those lost to services PLUS increases to mental health service 

capacity, workforce and training (-2-)



• Best combination of SP interventions:
– Post-attempt assertive aftercare and community support interventions were forecast to 

have the greatest impact, averting 15% of attempted suicides and 23% of suicide cases 
over the 10-year period. 

• Best combination of MH interventions:
– Online/technology enabled care combined with interventions to re-engage those 

lost to services were forecast to have the greatest impact, averting approximately 
17% of attempted suicides and 16% of suicide cases over the 10-year period.

• Best combination of MH services interventions:
– Increases in hospital staff (5% pa) and additional training with increases in 

secondary and non-secondary service capacity was forecast to have the greatest 
impact, averting approximately 15% of attempted suicides and 15% of suicide cases 
over the 10-year period.

• Best overall combination of interventions to reduce suicidal 
behaviour in Western Sydney (using default settings):
– The combined effect of post-suicide attempt assertive aftercare; community support 

interventions; interventions to re-engage those lost to services; additional hospital 
staffing and training; and increased mental health service capacity were forecast to 
have the greatest impact, averting 30% of attempted suicides and 35% of suicide 
cases over the 10-year period.

• Intervention combinations have non-additive effects.



Important to note….

• Modification to the default settings of some interventions 

i.e. to further increase reach, adoption, workforce, etc., may 

produce alternative ‘best combination’ scenarios, hence, 

interaction with the tool and further strategy dialogues 

among stakeholders are recommended.

• Scenarios presented don’t consider the impact of 

staggered implementation of intervention combinations 

(they are implemented simultaneously). 

• However, the model does allow exploration of staggered 

implementation of interventions as we acknowledge that 

real world capacity limitations are likely to play a role in the 

timing of roll out of multiple interventions and hence how 

soon impacts are likely to be seen. 



This work is being undertaken through partnership between 


